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CHANDIGARH HOUSING BOARD
8, Jan Marg, Sector 9-D, Chandigarh

No. DyEO-1/2022/ Dated:

Notice-cum-Demolition Order

7~'-',y
AzadiKa
Amdt Mahotsav

. To,

of the Capital of Punjab (Development &
for alteration/demolition of unauthorized

Subject:

The Allottee/Occupant,
DU No 429, Sector 40-A,
Chandigarh.
Notice under Section 15
Regulation Act), 1952
construction.

Refer to the Challan No. 09/31 dated 06.05.2022 about the following fresh

constructions! alterations in your dwelling unit Ch<:tndigarhBuilding Rules (Urban)-2017:-

1. Fixing MS Grill in front side boundary wall on govt. land.
2. Constructing Store! we in back courtyard.

~~~~
n Chandigarh Housing Board
~Exercising the powers of the
Chief Administrator, Chandigarh)

dated: :>-<> I~ Ih----

Now, therefore, taking notice under Section 15 of the Capital of ~unjab

(Development & Regulation) Act. 1952 and as mentioned in.above referred Challan, you are

hereby, again directed to immediately stop the construction and remove the

unauthorized/illegal construction/alteration within 03 days failing which the whole p0l1ibn of

such structure where the unauthorized/illegal construction/alteration has been carried out' will---"_.,' - ,--- . --- ...__ '_L_ C , __ ,_~,_ •• _

be demolished at your risk and cost.

It may be noted that in case you fail to stop the ongoing constructions/
~. "alterations, you will not get the 03 days time and the whole portion .of"such structure where

the unauthorized/illegal construction/alternation has been carried out will be demolished by

the CHB, at your risk and cost.

Here it-may also be noted that in case of demolitions by the CElli either immediately,
or after three days, all cost of demolition will be recovered from you. Further you will also be

liable for all the damages to adjoining structures and further consequences.

Endst. No :\.SJ /2022
Copy forwarded to the followings:
l. The Chief Accounts Offi~er. CHB for placing the .same in allotment tile.

~The Computer In-charge' for uploading on the website of CHB.
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